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ACROSS 

 

1 Some hesitation before account about one with cases of depression (9) 

11 Refusal to entertain agricultural University without clear costing? (10, 3 words) 

12 Election involved with cuts around a municipal area (13, 2 words) 

13 Bird featuring in other news (4) 

14 Charitable body engaged in turning round foremost mountain flower display (8, 2 words) 

15 Credible Scottish vigil initially lasting years (6) 

16 Interjection on stage? Jerks back (5) 

19 Risk American shock about regressive American writer and daughter (7) 

21 Expression of surprise in old shed finally decorated with curves (5) 

23 Run around endlessly, and again, displaying unfocused enthusiasm (6) 

25 A sorcerer suppressing a current (8) 

26 Echoing interjections swamping weak indistinct sound (4) 

27 Absence of sin? Sense reduced lust false possibly (13) 

28 It's magic getting drunk, including a time with difficulty focusing (10) 

29 Three US states in agreement regarding definitions? (9) 

 

DOWN 

 

1 Artist united contralto and string player (7) 

2 Nuts to follow low call in part of marina? (11, 2 words) 

3 Scots bungle escape, with fifty being captured (5) 

4 Area mostly mad to get booze (6) 

5 Laying lace artfully around posterior, primarily encouraging such views? (11) 

6 Answer from the King dismissing Government of region (5) 

7 Dull spread, closely interweaves (6) 

8 What, for Gaudi, is the part of church to pass by silently? (6) 

9 Composer was out to arrange with skill (11)  

10 Gathering last of succulent root vegetable (4) 

17 Baffled by words, has to be engaged by a photo (7) 

18 Delegate's position in transaction curtailed (6) 

19 4WD vehicle escaping last position in Glasgow jam (6) 

20 Extolling cut fruit (6) 

22 Analytical centre picked up surprised comment about fragrance (5) 

24 Odd to capture that man's tears in poem (5) 

25 Central part of expedition some way off (4) 

 


